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Abstract8

To consider the growth of cloud droplets by condensation in turbu-9

lence, the Fokker-Planck equation is derived for the droplet size distribution10

(droplet spectrum). This is an extension of the statistical theory proposed11

by Chandrakar and coauthors in 2016 for explaining the broadening of the12

droplet spectrum obtained from the ‘Π-chamber’, a laboratory cloud cham-13

ber. In this Fokker-Planck equation, the diffusion term represents the broad-14

ening effect of the supersaturation fluctuation on the droplet spectrum. The15

aerosol (curvature and solute) effects are introduced into the Fokker-Planck16

equation as the zero flux boundary condition at R2 = 0, where R is the17

droplet radius, which is mathematically equivalent to the case of Brownian18

motion in the presence of a wall. The analytical expression for the droplet19

spectrum in the steady state is obtained and shown to be proportional to20

R exp(−cR2), where c is a constant. We conduct direct numerical simula-21

tions of cloud droplets in turbulence and show that the results agree closely22

with the theoretical predictions and, when the computational domain is23

large enough to be comparable to the Π-chamber, agree with the results24

from the Π-chamber as well. We also show that the diffusion coefficient in25

the Fokker-Planck equation should be expressed in terms of the Lagrangian26

autocorrelation time of the supersaturation fluctuation in turbulent flow.27
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1. Introduction30

Clouds play a crucial role in Earth’s weather and climate system, yet31

our understanding of clouds remains limited. One of the challenges in im-32

proving understanding is the vast range of scales involved. If we focus on33

clouds without ice (so-called ‘warm clouds’, Lau and Wu 2003), the rele-34

vant processes range from the condensation-nucleation of aerosol particles35

at nanometer scales, to the condensation growth of droplets at scales of a36

few to several tens of micrometers, then to the collision-coalescence growth37

of hundreds of micrometers up to raindrops on scales of millimeters (Houze38

2014). Furthermore, because flows inside clouds are inherently turbulent,39

they involve various sizes of eddies and associated fluctuations, ranging from40

the largest energy-containing scale of a few kilometers to the smallest scale41

of a few millimeters where the molecular viscosity is dominant. These tur-42

bulent eddies interact with each other, and interact with the droplets as43

well, making the modeling and understanding of cloud turbulence a highly44

complex problem (Bodenschatz et al. 2010).45

The turbulence properties of clouds have been revealed by recent high-46

resolution in-situ measurements (Siebert et al. 2006, 2015; Bodenschatz47
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2015; Risius et al. 2015). For example, Siebert and Shaw (2017) used48

helicopter-borne measurements and observed the fine-scale turbulence struc-49

tures of cumulus clouds newly formed in the atmospheric boundary layer.50

From temperature and humidity measurements with resolutions as high as51

several tens of centimeters, they demonstrated that the supersaturation52

fluctuation has an amplitude on the order 1%.53

Because of its potential importance for the growth of droplets in clouds,54

turbulence has been investigated as one of the key candidates for improv-55

ing numerical weather models and cloud microphysical parameterizations56

(Vaillancourt and Yau 2000; Shaw 2003; Devenish et al. 2012; Grabowski57

and Wang 2013). Although clarifying the effect of turbulence in clouds58

is not an easy task as the turbulence itself is still not fully understood59

(Frisch 1995; Wyngaard 2010; Davidson et al. 2012), recent developments60

in high-performance supercomputers have made it possible to conduct di-61

rect numerical simulations (DNSs) of cloud turbulence, and numerous stud-62

ies have been carried out since the pioneering work by Vaillancourt et al.63

(2001, 2002).64

For condensation growth, turbulent mixing and entrainment in clouds65

excite strong spatial and temporal fluctuations in temperature and humid-66

ity. These turbulent fluctuations cause differences in the local supersat-67

uration experienced by each droplet, which in turn cause differences in68
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the growth histories of droplets and a broader droplet size distribution.69

This mechanism was examined since the early 1960s by a group of stud-70

ies known as the “stochastic condensation theory” (mostly Russian, see71

Sedunov 1974; Clark and Hall 1979; Korolev and Mazin 2003), but the im-72

portance of the mechanism was later reinforced by Cooper (1989) and a so-73

phisticated microphysical Lagrangian model by Lasher-Trapp et al. (2005).74

DNSs on condensation growth of cloud droplets in a turbulent environment75

have been conducted and revealed various features, such as the essential role76

of large-scale turbulent motions, the fine-scale structures at the cloudy-clear77

air interface, and two-way coupling between the supersaturation fluctuation78

and cloud droplets (Celani et al. 2005, 2009; Lanotte et al. 2009; Sardina79

et al. 2015; Kumar et al. 2014, 2018).80

For collision growth, vertically straight trajectories of gravitationally81

sedimenting droplets are perturbed by turbulent fluctuations in the air ve-82

locity field. Moreover, the acceleration of droplets due to the turbulent83

velocity field can be comparable to gravitational acceleration, causing com-84

plex droplet trajectories and phenomena such as the inertial clustering ef-85

fect (Sundaram and Collins 1997) and the sling effect (Falkovich and Pumir86

2007). This leads to the enhancement of the collision rate especially among87

droplets of similar sizes and to accelerated rain initiation (Franklin et al.88

2005; Ayala et al. 2008b; Onishi et al. 2015; Chen et al. 2018a).89
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The knowledge accumulated from above studies has resulted in the de-90

velopment and implementation of new cloud microphysical parameteriza-91

tions that account for the effect of turbulence on the condensation growth92

(Grabowski and Abade 2017; Sardina et al. 2018) or on the collision-93

coalescence growth of droplets (Franklin et al. 2007; Grabowski and Wang94

2009; Ayala et al. 2008a; Seifert et al. 2010; Onishi and Seifert 2016). In95

addition, several studies have conducted DNSs including both the conden-96

sation and collision-coalescence processes in order to obtain a more compre-97

hensive understanding of the effect of turbulence on the continuous growth98

of droplets (Chen et al. 2018b; Saito and Gotoh 2018; Kunishima and Onishi99

2018).100

On the other hand, an interesting laboratory experiment was recently101

conducted by Chandrakar et al. (2016) (hereinafter referred to as “C16”)102

which focused on the effect of turbulence on the condensation growth of103

cloud droplets. They used a laboratory chamber with a working volume of104

3.14m3, referred to as the “Π-chamber” (Chang et al. 2016), and produced105

a steady state turbulent cloud in the chamber in the following way. Moist106

Rayleigh-Benard convection is excited in the chamber to produce turbulent107

fluctuations in the air velocity and supersaturation fields. Aerosol particles108

are injected into the system at a constant rate, removed from the system by109

sedimentation, and the steady state particle number density is determined110
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through the balance between the source and sink. Aerosol particles initiate111

the generation of cloud droplets in the moist air, and their sizes change in112

the fluctuating supersaturation field. The droplet size distributions in sta-113

tistically steady states were measured and demonstrated to be narrower for114

experiments with greater number densities of cloud droplets. This tendency115

is associated with the dispersion aerosol indirect effect (Chandrakar et al.116

2018b). In C16, a statistical theory was also proposed to account for their117

experimental results, and it was shown that this theory can explain the118

statistical properties of the droplet size distribution fairly well for a certain119

range of experimental parameters.120

Although there are differences in the physical parameters and conditions121

of atmospheric clouds and the laboratory clouds in C16, we believe that the122

Π-chamber experiment is highly useful for validating the results of numerical123

simulations for the following reasons. First, in contrast to cloud observation124

in the atmosphere, the Π-chamber experiment provides detailed information125

on the laboratory cloud which was obtained under closely controlled lab-126

oratory conditions. This is useful for comparing between the laboratory127

experiment and numerical simulations, and for the identifying important128

factors for droplet growth in turbulent clouds. Second, the chamber’s vol-129

ume of about 3m3 is achievable in DNSs. For example, resolving the smallest130

turbulent motion requires a grid length of about 1-2 mm. With this grid131
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length, we need about 10003 grid points to fill a domain of 3m3, which is fea-132

sible with recent high-performance computers. Thus, the inter-comparison133

of the laboratory experiment, DNSs, and statistical theory is possible, which134

is useful and important for a deeper understanding of cloud microphysical135

processes. It also should be noted that the domain size of 3 m3 is close136

to the finest grid size used in the latest high-resolution large-eddy simula-137

tions (LESs) of clouds (Sato et al. 2018) (∆x = ∆y = 6.25m, ∆z = 5m).138

This suggests that useful knowledge on cloud microphysical processes can139

be provided from DNSs to LESs with little extrapolation.140

With the above motivation, the main purpose of the present study is141

to conduct DNSs using our DNS model the “cloud microphysics simulator”142

(Gotoh et al. 2016), and compare the results with the statistical theory and143

the laboratory experiment by C16. First, we make several extensions to the144

statistical theory by C16. We obtain an analytical expression for the droplet145

size distribution at a steady state by deriving the Fokker-Planck equation146

for the droplet size distribution. Aerosol (curvature and solute) effects on147

droplet growth are introduced as the zero flux boundary condition, which is148

mathematically equivalent to the case of Brownian motion in the presence149

of a wall. Next, we compare this theory with the experimental results of150

a small-scale DNS (box length is Lbox = 12.8cm). Finally, we conduct a151

large-scale DNS (Lbox = 102.4cm) with a domain size comparable to the152
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size of the Π-chamber.153

Readers should be aware that our target in this study is the Π-chamber154

experiment by C16 and the physical parameters and conditions are accord-155

ingly different from those in atmospheric clouds. Therefore the interpreta-156

tion of the present results needs great care in the context of atmospheric157

clouds. We discuss these points in detail in Sec. 4.158

The remainder of the present paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2,159

we consider the statistical theory proposed in C16 and its extension. In Sec.160

3, we conduct DNSs. A discussion and summary are provided in Sec. 4 and161

Sec. 5, respectively.162

2. Statistical theory by Chandrakar et al. (2016) and163

its extension164

Before introducing our extensions, we first briefly review the statistical165

theory proposed by C16. First, the size of the cloud droplet evolves in166

response to the ambient supersaturation as167

dR2

dt
= 2KsS, (1)

where R is the droplet radius, S is the supersaturation at the droplet posi-168

tion, and Ks is assumed to be constant for simplicity. Second, the evolution169

of the supersaturation is assumed to be given by the following stochastic170
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differential equation:171

dS(t) = S(t+ dt)− S(t)

=
[
Seq − S

τt
− S

τc

]
dt+

(
2σ2

S0
dt

τt

)1/2

ξ(t) (2)

where σS0 is the standard deviation of the supersaturation without cloud172

droplets, Seq is the equilibrium value of the supersaturation, ξ(t) is a Gaus-173

sian white noise process with a zero mean:174

< ξ(t) >= 0, (3)

δ() is the Dirac delta, and angle brackets indicate the ensemble average.175

In (2), the effects of the turbulent fluctuation of the supersaturation176

are represented in terms of τt based on a Langevin model, where τt is re-177

ferred to as the turbulent mixing time [Here we simply refer to τt as the178

turbulent mixing time and determine the appropriate value for τt from the179

simulation results in Sec. 3]. On the other hand, the term with τc in180

(2) represents the effect of cloud droplets on the supersaturation through181

condensation/evaporation. The parameter τc is referred to as the phase re-182

laxation time (Cooper 1989), and is inversely related to the number density183

nd and mean radius of cloud droplets by184

τ−1
c ∝ ndR, (4)

where the overbar denotes the volume average. See Appendix A for the185

precise form of τc.186
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Using (1) and (2), C16 derived estimates of the statistical properties187

of the supersaturation fluctuation and the droplet size distribution for a188

statistically steady state. Here, the number density nd is assumed to be189

constant due to the balance between the injection and removal of cloud190

droplets, and cloud droplets are assumed to remain in the system with a191

residence time τres. The variance of the supersaturation is given by192

σ2
S = (S ′)2 =

τs
τt
σ2
S0

(
< σ2

S0

)
, (5)

where S ′ = S − S is the supersaturation fluctuation. The variance of the193

squared radius is given by194

σ2
R2 =

8K2
s σ

2
S0
τ 2s

τt
τres, (6)

where τs is referred to as the system timescale and is given by the harmonic195

mean of τt and τc as196

τs =
(
1

τt
+

1

τc

)−1

=
τtτc

τt + τc
. (7)

See C16 for the detailed derivations of (5) and (6).197

2.1 Physical interpretation and Fokker-Planck equation198

The above statistical theory by C16 describes the interaction between199

cloud droplets and the supersaturation fluctuation in what is assumed to200

be the most straightforward way. First, the effect of cloud droplets on201
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the supersaturation fluctuation is described in (5). If the supersaturation is202

positive/negative, cloud droplets make the ambient air drier/moister by con-203

densation/evaporation, respectively. The overall effect is that they reduce204

the amplitude of the supersaturation fluctuation and σS < σS0 . Second,205

the effect of the supersaturation fluctuation on cloud droplets is described206

in (6). As the amplitude of the supersaturation fluctuation (σS0) increases,207

the droplet size distribution becomes broader and σR2 increases.208

We can also understand the above theory through an analogy with Brow-209

nian theory. From (1) and (2), we can regard R2 and 2KsS as the position210

and velocity of Brownian particles, respectively, and rewrite (6) as211

σ2
R2 = 2Dτres, (8)

where D is the diffusion coefficient for Brownian motion given by212

D =
[
4K2

s σ
2
S

]
τ1 =

[
4K2

s

(
σ2
S0

τs
τt

)]
τ1. (9)

Just like the spatial distribution of Brownian particles, the droplet size213

distribution diffuses due to the supersaturation fluctuation σS. For the214

time parameter τ1 in (9), the C16 result (6) is recovered if we substitute the215

system timescale τs for τ1 as216

τ1 = τs. (10)

Based on the analogy with Brownian motion, we can extend the above217

theory to consider the evolution of the size distribution. Since we can regard218
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the squared radius of cloud droplets (R2) as the position of the Brownian219

particles with the diffusion coefficient D given by (9), the size distribu-220

tion for R2, or n(R2, t), evolves according to the following Fokker-Planck221

equation:222

∂n(R2, t)

∂t
= D

∂2n(R2, t)

∂(R2)2
− 1

τres
n(R2, t) + J0δ(R

2 −R2
0). (11)

The first term on the right side in (11) represents the broadening effect of223

the supersaturation fluctuation. For simplicity, the diffusion coefficient D224

is assumed to be constant. The term with τres represents the sink, where225

cloud droplets are removed from the system with a residence time of τres.226

The term with J0 represents the source, where cloud droplets are injected227

into the system at a constant rate J0 and an injection radius R0.228

The boundary condition is essential to determine the distribution func-229

tion. When the radius of a cloud droplet is small, the evolution equation230

(1) is no longer valid. We should consider the curvature and solute effects,231

which we hereinafter simply refer to as “aerosol effects”, and terms associ-232

ated with the Köhler curve are introduced as explained later in (31). This233

is the case for the Π-chamber, since aerosol particles are injected into the234

chamber with initial radii ranging from several tens to hundreds of nanome-235

ters.236

As a simple way to include the aerosol effects in the theoretical frame-237

work, we adopt the idea by Siewert et al. (2017). To a first approximation,238
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the effect of the Köhler curve is to keep the droplet radius positive. More239

precisely, even when the supersaturation in the ambient air is negative, the240

droplet radius is kept at the corresponding equilibrium radius, which is241

small but positive definite. Siewert et al. (2017) suggested that this effect242

can be approximated with a reflecting wall boundary condition as in the243

case of Brownian motion, which is mathematically equivalent to the zero244

flux boundary condition at R2 = 0 as245

∂n(R2, t)

∂R2
= 0, at R2 = 0. (12)

For R2 → ∞ it is natural to assume that246

n(R2, t) → 0 for R2 → ∞, (13)

and the initial condition is247

n(R2, 0) = n0(R
2). (14)

The analytical solution for the above model is given in Appendix E (Chan-248

drasekhar 1943), but hereafter we examine only the steady state solution249

for two typical cases, case a) : R0 is large such that R2
0 ≫ R2

∗, and case250

b) : R0 is small such that R2
0 ∼ R2

∗, where R∗ is a characteristic radius at251

which the Köhler curve attains the maximum and the aerosol effects become252

appreciable.253
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a. Steady state size distribution when the injection radius is large254

For the steady state (∂/∂t = 0) where all three fluxes (source, sink, and255

flux due to the diffusion of particles in R2-space) balance each other, we can256

obtain an analytical solution of (11). In the present case, the probability257

density function (PDF) of R2 for the solution is given as follows:258

P(R2) =
1

2β2
exp

(
−β−2|R2 −R2

0|
)
, (15)

where β has the dimension of length and is defined as259

β = (Dτres)
1/4 . (16)

From (15), the average of R2 and the variance are given by260

R2 =
∫ ∞

0
R2P(R2)dR2 = R2

0, (17)

σ2
R2 =

∫ ∞

0
(R2 −R2)2P(R2)dR2 = 2β4 = 2Dτres, (18)

respectively, where we additionally assumed that R0 ≫ β. Equation (18)261

agrees with (8).262

b. Steady state size distribution when the injection radius is small263

The solution of the Fokker-Planck equation in this case is found to be264

P(R2) =
1

2β2
exp

(
−β−2|R2 −R2

0|
)

+
1

2β2
exp

(
−β−2|R2 +R2

0|
)
, (R2 > 0). (19)
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Taking the limit R0 → 0 for simplicity, the PDF of R2 in the steady state265

is given by266

P(R2) =
1

β2
exp

(
−β−2R2

)
. (20)

The average of R2 is given by267

R2 =
∫ ∞

0
R2P(R2)dR2 = β2, (21)

which is different from R2
0(≈ 0) for the source. This difference is due to the268

presence of the reflecting wall and differs from the result obtained without269

aerosol effects (17). The variance of R2 is given by270

σ2
R2 =

∫ ∞

0
(R2 −R2)2P(R2)dR2

= β4 = Dτres, (22)

which does not have the factor 2, in contrast to (18). The statistical prop-271

erties of the distribution (20) are summarized in Appendix D.272

Several studies on cloud turbulence used the Fokker-Planck equation to273

derive the droplet size distribution for the steady state, but with slightly274

different settings (McGraw and Liu 2006; Siewert et al. 2017). For example,275

McGraw and Liu (2006) obtained the same functional form as (20), but276

their Fokker-Planck equation did not include the source and sink terms277

and required a negative mean supersaturation to attain a steady state size278

distribution. We consider the effect of the mean supersaturation later in279

(53).280
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3. Numerical experiments281

Here, we conduct DNSs of cloud droplets in turbulence and compare282

the results with the theory in the previous section. The numerical domain283

under consideration is a cubic box with sides of length Lbox which is as-284

sumed to be in the chamber interior far from the wall. We also assume that285

Lbox is sufficiently small. Accordingly, the turbulence is regarded as being286

homogeneous isotropic and periodic boundary conditions in three directions287

are applied.288

3.1 Governing equations289

a. Fluid290

The velocity field of air is governed by the incompressible Navier-Stokes291

equations:292

∂u

∂t
+ u · ∇u = − 1

ρa
∇p+ νa∇2u+ f , (23)

∇ · u = 0,

where p is the pressure fluctuation, ρa and νa are the density and kinematic293

viscosity of dry air, respectively, and f represents the external force for the294

velocity field. The temperature T and the water vapor mixing ratio Q are295

expressed as the sum of the mean and fluctuation as296

T = T + θ, (24)
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Q = Q+ q, (25)

respectively, where the overbar denotes the volume average over the box.297

The evolution equations for θ and q are given by298

∂θ

∂t
+ u · ∇θ =

Lv

cp

(
Cd − Cd

)
+ κT∇2θ + fθ, (26)

∂q

∂t
+ u · ∇q = −

(
Cd − Cd

)
+ κv∇2q + fq, (27)

where κT and κv are the thermal diffusivity and diffusivity of water vapor,299

respectively, Lv is the latent heat of vaporization, cp is the specific heat of300

air at constant pressure, and Cd is the condensation rate defined later in301

(34). fθ and fq represent the external forces on θ and q, respectively.302

We next consider evolution equations for the mean values, T and Q.303

In the Π-chamber, the moist Rayleigh-Benard convection and turbulence304

keep the chamber interior in a statistically steady state, and T and Q are305

accordingly kept at statistically steady values. As a simple model for this306

effect, we use nudging terms as follows:307

∂T

∂t
=

Lv

cp
Cd −

T − T0

τ0
, (28)

∂Q

∂t
= −Cd −

Q−Q0

τ0
, (29)

where terms with τ0 mean that the average values are nudged to T0 and Q0308

with a timescale τ0.309
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b. Particles310

Cloud droplets are assumed to be smaller than the grid size and are311

treated as point particles. The evolution equations for the jth cloud droplet312

are given by313

dXj(t)

dt
= u (Xj) , (30)

dRj(t)
2

dt
= 2Ks

[
S(Xj)−

A

Rj(t)
+

B

Rj(t)3

]
, (31)

where Xj(t) and Rj(t) are the position and radius, respectively, of the j-th314

cloud droplet, and u (Xj) and S(Xj) are the fluid velocity and supersatura-315

tion, respectively, at the droplet position. The parameter Ks is a diffusion316

coefficient for droplet growth that depends on the pressure and temperature317

(Pruppacher and Klett 1997). Ks is set to a constant because its fluctua-318

tions are sufficiently small in the present DNS. Terms with A and B in (31)319

represent the curvature and solute effects, respectively, definitions of which320

are given in Appendix B.321

The supersaturation at the droplet position, S(Xj(t), t) in (31), is de-322

fined by323

S (Xj(t), t) =
Q (Xj(t), t)

Qvs (Xj(t), t)
− 1. (32)

The saturation mixing ratio for the water vapor Qvs at the droplet position324

is determined by Tetens’ formula:325

Qvs(Xj(t), t) = ε0
610.78

P0

exp

[
17.629

T (Xj(t), t)− 273.16

T (Xj(t), t)− 35.86

]
, (33)
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where ε0 = Rd/Rv ≈ 0.62, Rd and Rv are the gas constants for dry air and326

water vapor, respectively, and P0 is the environmental pressure.327

Note that there are several properties of the droplet dynamics that are328

neglected in the present DNS, such as gravity, droplet inertia, and collision-329

coalescence. The reason for these simplifications is to make the model in our330

DNS simpler and closer to that in the statistical theory in Sec. 2 to facilitate331

a comparison between the two. Possible effects of these simplifications are332

discussed in Sec. 5.333

The droplet size changes according to (31). The condensation rate334

Cd(x, t) in (26) and (27) is then calculated by335

Cd(x, t) =
1

ρa(∆x)3

N∆∑
j=1

dmj(t)

dt
, (34)

where N∆ is the number of cloud droplets within the grid cell (∆x)3 and336

mj is the mass of the j-th cloud droplet defined as337

mj(t) =
4π

3
ρwRj(t)

3, (35)

where ρw is the liquid water density.338

3.2 Experimental setup339

a. Nudging and thermodynamic parameters340

We assumed that the environmental pressure P0 was 1013.25 hPa (=341

1 atm) and that the mean temperature in the domain was kept close to342
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290 K. Accordingly, we set the nudging parameter as T0 = 290 K in (28).343

Other parameters are summarized in Table 1. With these parameters, the344

diffusion coefficient Ks in (31) was estimated as Ks = 1.097× 10−6 cm2s−1
345

for sufficiently dilute drop (Pruppacher and Klett 1997).346 Table 1

For parameter Q0 in (29), we set Q0 so that the corresponding supersat-347

uration S0(T0, Q0) was 0 % based on (32) and (33). The value of Q0 used in348

the present DNS is shown in Table 1. The reason for this choice of S0 is that349

the main focus of the present study is on the effect of the supersaturation350

fluctuation. We discuss the effect of this choice of S0 in Sec. 3.4.351

For the nudging timescale τ0, we assume that T and Q are mainly deter-352

mined by the largest eddies. We set τ0 = 0.9 s and τ0 = 2.0 s for the small-353

and large-scale DNS, respectively. These values are roughly consistent with354

the large-eddy turnover time (see Table 2).355 Table 2

b. Solute356 Fig. 1

The solute dissolved in each cloud droplet is NaCl (sodium chloride).357

For simplicity, the amount of solute is fixed to ms = 1.13 × 10−15g, which358

corresponds to a sphere with an equivalent radius of 50 nm. The parameters359

for the aerosol effects are summarized in Appendix B. With these param-360

eters, from the definitions in (59) and (60) we have A = 1.089 × 10−7 cm361

and B = 1.665× 10−16 cm3, respectively. Figure 1a shows the Köhler curve362
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f(R) = (A/R) − (B/R3). The peak of the curve is at Rc = (3B/A)1/2 =363

0.677 µm and Sc = 2A/(3Rc) = 0.107%, where Rc is the critical radius364

and Sc is the critical supersaturation. The curve crosses the horizontal axis365

at Req = (B/A)1/2 = 0.391 µm, which is the equilibrium radius for the366

supersaturation S = 0.367

c. Injection and removal of particles368

Cloud droplets are injected into the system at a constant rate J0 with369

uniform random initial positions, and they are removed from the system370

randomly following a residence time τres. The evolution equation for the371

number density of cloud droplets nd is written as372

∂nd

∂t
= J0 −

1

τres
nd. (36)

In the steady state, the two terms on the right side balance and we obtain373

nd = J0τres. (37)

We used a fixed value of τres = 580 s (=9.7 min.) based on the results374

from the Π-chamber in C16. We changed the injection rate J0 and conducted375

experiments with different number densities. The values of J0 and nd are376

summarized in Table 3.377 Table 3
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d. Random force378

The force for the velocity field f in (23) is a solenoidal, Gaussian random379

variable with a zero mean, representing white noise (Gotoh et al. 2002), and380

is applied to the low wavenumber band as381

⟨f(k, t)⟩ = 0, (38)

⟨f(k, t)f(−k, s)⟩ =
(
Lbox

2π

)3
(
δij −

kikj
k2

)
F (k)

4πk2
δ(t− s), (39)

where Pij(k) = δij − kikj
k2

and F (k) is the spectrum of the random force382

defined as383

F (k) =


cf (1 ≤ kLbox ≤ 4)

0 (otherwise).

(40)

The value of cf is set to 30 cm2s−3 for the small-scale DNS (Run1–Run10),384

and to 20 cm2s−3 for the large-scale DNS (Run11–Run14).385

For forces on scalar fields fθ and fq in (26) and (27), respectively, we386

used only fq and set fθ = 0. [As long as we consider the supersaturation, it387

does not matter whether fluctuations arise from the temperature or water388

vapor mixing ratio. We also conducted simulations with fq = 0 and non-389

zero fθ to excite the supersaturation fluctuation, and confirmed that the390

same result was obtained when the statistics of the supersaturation fluctu-391

ation were unchanged]. The force fq is a Gaussian random variable with392

zero mean, representing white noise, and applied to the low wavenumber393

band. The amplitude of fq is tuned so that the standard deviation of the394
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supersaturation fluctuation without cloud droplets is σS0 = 0.014 at a sta-395

tistically steady state. This value is obtained from the measurements with396

the Π-chamber in C16.397

e. DNS398

We first conduct small-scale DNS (Run1–Run10). The numerical do-399

main is a triply periodic cubic box with sides of length Lbox = 12.8 cm.400

We numerically integrate the evolution equations (23) (26)–(31) using the401

second-order Runge-Kutta scheme with time increment ∆t = 1.0 × 10−3
402

s. For the spatial discretization of the flow field, we use the pseudo spec-403

tral method with N = 128 grid points in each dimension and a grid length404

∆x = Lbox/N = 1 mm. The velocity and scalar fields for the droplet posi-405

tion are linearly interpolated, and the same weighting is used to calculate406

the condensation rate in (34), i.e., the particle in the cell method (PIC).407

We conduct two kinds of experiments: those with and without aerosol408

effects. For experiments without aerosol effects (Run1–Run5 in Table 3),409

we integrate (31) without the second and third terms on the right side.410

Cloud droplets are injected into the system with an initial radius R0 = 20411

µm, which is sufficiently large that they are removed from the system be-412

fore their radius becomes smaller than zero. The purpose of these idealized413

experiments is to check the consistency between the DNS result and the sta-414
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tistical theory (15)–(17) as a first step. On the other hand, for experiments415

with aerosol effects (Run6-Run10 in Table 3), we integrate all of equation416

(31). Injected cloud droplets are initially unactivated and have a radius417

R0 = 0.39 µm, which is the equilibrium radius for zero supersaturation as418

shown in Fig. 1. The injection of unactivated cloud droplets is a model for419

the injection of aerosol particles in the Π-chamber experiment. When the420

droplet radius is smaller than 200 nm, we integrate (31) with an implicit421

scheme and use a Newton-Raphson type iterative scheme to determine the422

radius in the next step (Shima et al. 2009).423

Cloud droplets are initially distributed randomly in the domain with424

radius R0 and number density given by (37). Before each run, equations425

(23), (26)–(31) are integrated for a few large-eddy turnover times without426

condensation, injection or removal of cloud droplets. The period of numer-427

ical integration is 4000 s (4 million steps) for the small-scale DNS to obtain428

a statistically steady state. The turbulence parameters in the statistically429

steady state are summarized in Table 2. Definitions of the turbulence pa-430

rameters are given in Appendix C.431

We also conduct large-scale DNS (Run11–Run14) to examine the effect432

of the domain size. The details are provided in Sec. 3.4.433

We use the cloud microphysics simulator, which is a DNS model for cloud434

turbulence developed in previous studies (Gotoh et al. 2016; Saito and Go-435
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toh 2018; Saito et al. 2018). The supercomputers used in the present study436

are mostly the K-computer at the Research Organization for Information437

Science and Technology (RIST) in Kobe and the Fujitsu FX100 installed at438

Nagoya University. Parallelization of the computer program is described in439

Saito and Gotoh (2018).440

3.3 Results of small-scale DNS441

a. Supersaturation fluctuation442 Fig. 2

We first investigate the effect of cloud droplets on the supersaturation443

fluctuation. Figure 2a shows PDFs for the supersaturation fluctuation in444

statistically steady states for Run1–Run10, and Table 4 summarizes the445

standard deviation of the supersaturation (σS) and τc for each experiment.446

From (5), the theory predicts that σS decreases with decreasing τc. This447

tendency is confirmed by comparing Fig. 2a and Table 4.448 Table 4

Figure 2b is the same as Fig. 2a except that each distribution is nor-449

malized by its variance. The PDFs in Fig. 2b collapse onto a single curve450

(labeled “Theory”), which is a Gaussian distribution with a zero mean and451

unit variance, confirming that the supersaturation fluctuation is well ap-452

proximated by the Gaussian distribution. This is consistent with the obser-453

vations in the Π-chamber by C16 and also with that in atmospheric clouds454

(Siebert and Shaw 2017).455
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We next consider the turbulent mixing time τt. As explained in (2), the456

statistical theory developed by C16 uses a single timescale τt for turbulent457

mixing. τt is assumed to be the Lagrangian autocorrelation time for the458

turbulent velocity, which is effectively the same as the turbulence large-459

eddy turnover time (Desai et al. 2018; Pope 2000). This relies on the460

assumption that the mixing of scalar field is dominated by the large scale461

velocity fluctuations.462

In order to confirm the validity of the above assumption, we conducted463

the following investigation. The turbulent velocity field mixes scalar fields464

through the advection terms in the fluctuation equations for temperature465

(26) and the water vapor mixing ratio (27). Since the equations for the466

velocity field (23) are not coupled with the scalar fields in the present DNS,467

the turbulence statistics for the velocity field are independent of the scalar468

fields. Then, if we can choose a single timescale for τt, its value should be469

the same for Run1–Run10 because the turbulence statistics in the velocity470

field are the same for each of these runs. Substituting the definition τ−1
s =471

τ−1
t + τ−1

c into (5) and solving for τt, we have472

τt =

(
σ2
S0

− σ2
S

σ2
S

)
τc, (41)

so that all of the parameters on the right side can be obtained from experi-473

mental results. By substituting σS0 = 0.014 and the results for Run1–Run10474

into the right side of (41), we estimate the value of τt for each run.475 Fig. 3
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Figure 3 shows the estimated τt as a function of the phase relaxation476

time τc for Run1–Run10. As shown in the figure, the estimates for τt for477

these runs, with or without the aerosol effects, are grouped closely around a478

single horizontal line. In view of the fact that τc varies by almost two orders479

of magnitude (from 0.14 s to 9.0 s) among Run1–Run10, this agreement is480

remarkable, strongly supporting the validity of using a single value for τt481

(By close observation of Fig. 3, we find that for Run1–Run5 the estimated482

τt value becomes larger for smaller τc, but this trend is weak and we can483

regard it as a constant to a first approximation).484

From the estimation of τt in Fig. 3, the average and standard deviation485

are given by τt = 0.846 ± 0.021 s, respectively, hence we have τt ≈ 0.85 s486

which is indicated by the horizontal line in Fig. 3. Since the large-eddy487

turnover time TE is 0.58 s (Table 2), the estimated τt(=0.85 s) is greater488

than TE by about 50%. However, the estimation at least confirms that the489

appropriate choice of τt is closer to the timescales for the largest velocity490

fluctuations. This is consistent with the findings of previous DNS studies491

of cloud turbulence, where it was shown that the turbulence condensation492

dynamics are mainly determined by the large flow scales (Sardina et al.493

2015; Götzfried et al. 2017). In the following analysis, we use τt = 0.85 s.494

Using τt = 0.85 s to calculate the right side of (5), we obtain the theoretical495

values for σS shown in the second column in Table 4.496
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b. Droplet size distribution: cases without aerosol effects497 Fig. 4

We next consider the effect of the supersaturation fluctuation on the498

droplet size distribution. We begin with cases without aerosol effects,499

namely, Run1–Run5.500

From (15), the theory predicts that the PDF of the squared radius (R2)501

is a maximum at the size of the injected particles (R2
0) and has exponentially502

decaying tails in a statistically steady state. This is confirmed by Fig. 4a,503

which shows PDFs for R2 in statistically steady states for Run1–Run5 with504

semi-log scaling. Each distribution has its maximum at R2
0 = 400 µm2

505

and linearly decreasing tails in the semi-log plot. The width of the PDF506

becomes smaller with increasing run number, or for runs with higher number507

densities of cloud droplets and smaller supersaturation fluctuations (Tables508

3 and 4). Figure 4b is the same as Fig. 4a but the PDFs are normalized by509

P̂(R̂2) = β2
1P(R̂

2), R̂2 = β2
1 |R2 −R2

0|, (42)

where β2
1 is estimated from the DNS results as510

β2
1 = σR2/

√
2 (43)

based on (18). After normalization, all distributions in Fig. 4b collapse511

onto the theoretical curve labeled “Theory”: 1
2
exp(−|R̂2|) from (15).512 Fig. 5

The collapse of the DNS results onto the theoretical curve can also be513

obtained from the time evolution. Figure 5a shows the time evolution of514
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the variance of the squared radius (σ2
R2) for Run1–Run5. As predicted from515

the Langevin theory, and also as shown in previous DNS studies (Sardina516

et al. 2015; Siewert et al. 2017), σ2
R2 grows linearly with time. With the517

effect of the sink in (11), the evolution of σ2
R2 is (see appendix E)518

σ2
R2 = 2Dτres(1− e−t/τres) = 2β4(1− e−t/τres). (44)

Figure 5b is the same as Fig. 5a but the results are normalized by β4
1 in519

(43). All results collapse onto the theoretical curve: 2(1− e−t/τres).520

We next consider the time parameter included in the diffusion coefficient.521

In the statistical theory, the diffusion coefficient D defined in (9) plays the522

primary role in the broadening effect of the supersaturation fluctuation on523

the droplet size distribution. The coefficient D includes the time parameter524

τ1. As explained in (8)–(10), the C16 result is recovered if we substitute525

the system timescale τs for τ1. However, from the analogy with Brownian526

motion, we can infer that τ1 should be the timescale of the supersaturation527

fluctuation felt by each cloud droplet, or the Lagrangian autocorrelation528

time for the supersaturation fluctuation.529

In order to check the importance of the Lagrangian autocorrelation time,530

we conducted an additional experiment. This experiment is the same as531

Run1 except that each cloud droplet is fixed at the initial position after532

it is introduced into the numerical domain. As defined in (7), the system533

timescale τs is calculated from τt and τc. The turbulent mixing time τt is534
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independent of the droplet motion and is solely determined by the turbulent535

velocity statistics in the present DNS as shown in Fig. 3. The phase relax-536

ation time τc in (4) is calculated from the number density and mean radius537

of the cloud droplets, and is not affected by the droplet motion. Thus, τs538

is also independent of the droplet motion. If we rely on τ1 = τs in (9), the539

droplet size distribution should be the same for Run1 and in the additional540

experiment in a statistically steady state.541 Fig. 6

Results for Run1 and the additional experiment are compared in Fig. 6.542

First, PDFs for the supersaturation fluctuation for the two experiments in543

statistically steady states are compared in Fig. 6a, which shows no signifi-544

cant differences between the two. This result is consistent with the theory545

(5), because parameters τs and τt are unchanged. On the other hand, PDFs546

of R2 for the two experiments in statistically steady states are compared547

in Fig. 6b, which shows significantly different results between the two ex-548

periments, in particular, the PDF for the additional experiment is narrower549

than that for Run1.550

It is due to the change of the fluctuation timescale felt by cloud droplets551

that we obtained the narrower size distribution in the additional experiment.552

When the positions of cloud droplets are fixed, the fluctuation timescale553

experienced by cloud droplets is Eulerian. Since the scalar is basically La-554

grangian invariant for zero diffusivity, the fluctuation timescale for scalars555
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is usually longer for the Lagrangian timescale than for the Eulerian one.556

Hence the smaller τ1 in (9) for the additional experiment and the narrower557

size distribution. From the above argument, we conclude that the time558

parameter τ1 in (9) should be the Lagrangian autocorrelation time for the559

supersaturation fluctuation, denoted hereinafter as τcor:560

τ1 = τcor. (45)
Table 5

Table 5 compares σR2 for Run1–Run5 with the theory (T0) calculated561

from (18), where τcor is used for the timescale τ1. T0 shows almost per-562

fect agreement with the DNS results, which supports the validity of the563

statistical theory.564

Even if we use the system timescale τs for τ1 in (18), the theory provides565

a good estimate for σR2 in the present DNS, since τs is fairly close to τcor566

as shown in Table 5. However, it should be noted that the Lagrangian567

autocorrelation time τcor is greatly affected by the droplet motion in fluid.568

For example, τcor may change if we introduce the droplet inertia and gravity,569

which are known to cause substantial changes in the Lagrangian motion of570

relatively large cloud droplets. We discuss this point in Sec. 5.571

c. Droplet size distribution: cases with aerosol effects572 Fig. 7

We next consider the results of Run6–Run10 which include aerosol ef-573

fects. Figure 7 shows the time evolution of the radius of one droplet over 80574
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s along with the supersaturation experienced by that droplet in Run1. Note575

that these results are obtained after the droplet size distribution attains a576

statistically steady state (after 4000 s), and “t′ = 0” in the horizontal axis577

corresponds to t = 4000 s. The supersaturation is relatively negative from578

t′ =0s to 40s, and the droplet radius is smaller than 3µm during this period.579

On the other hand, the supersaturation is relatively positive from t′ =40s to580

80s, and the droplet radius keeps growing, until exceeding 6µm. The wall581

effect originating from the aerosol effects can be clearly seen in Fig. 7 from582

t′ =0s to 40 s. Around t′ = 20 s, for example, the droplet radius does not583

become smaller than zero but remains close to the equilibrium radius even584

when the supersaturation is negative.585 Fig. 8

We next examine the PDF of R2 in a statistically steady state. From586

(20), the theory predicts that the PDF has its maximum around R2 = 0 and587

an exponentially decaying right tail. This is confirmed by Fig. 8a, which588

shows the semi-log plot of the PDFs of R2 for Run6–Run10 in statistically589

steady states. The PDFs have linearly decreasing right tails on a semi-log590

scale, and their widths decrease with increasing run number, or for runs591

with greater number densities of cloud droplets. Figure 8b is the same as592

Fig. 8a but each distribution is normalized by593

P̂(R̂2) = β2
2P(R̂

2), R̂2 = β−2
2 R2, (46)
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where β2
2 is estimated from the experimental results as594

β2
2 = σR2 (47)

based on (22). The curve labeled “Theory” in Fig. 8b indicates the theo-595

retical curve exp(−R̂2), onto which all distributions collapse after normal-596

ization.597 Fig. 9

In cloud physics, PDFs of the droplet radius R (or the diameter d) are598

often used to investigate cloud properties. Figure 9a shows PDFs of the599

droplet diameters for Run6–Run10 in statistically steady states. From the600

relationship
∫
P (R2)dR2 =

∫
P(R)dR, where P (R2) and P(R) are PDFs601

for R2 and R, respectively, P (R2) in (20) can be converted to P(R) as602

P(R) = 2β−2R exp
(
−β−2R2

)
, (48)

which is the Rayleigh distribution. For the droplet diameter (d = 2R), the603

PDF is604

P(d) = (2β2)−1d exp
[
−(4β2)−1d2

]
. (49)

Using this form, we normalize P(d) as follows:605

P̂(d̂) = β2P(d̂), d̂ = β−1
2 d. (50)

Figure 9b shows the results for this normalization along with the theoretical606

curve:
(
d̂/2

)
exp(−d̂2/4). Although the normalized distributions collapse607
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well onto the theoretical curve for d̂ > 0.5, they deviate significantly from608

the theory around d̂ = 0, and have large peaks. These peaks correspond609

to unactivated cloud droplets with a radius smaller than the critical radius.610

Deviations are mainly due to differences in the settings used in the theory611

and the DNS. In the theory, the radius of injected cloud droplets is assumed612

to be R0 = 0 for simplicity, whereas R0 = 0.39 µm in the present DNS.613

Because the mass of the solute dissolved in each cloud droplet is fixed614

in the present DNS, the size distributions in Fig. 9 suggest that some of615

these cloud droplets are activated and larger than the critical radius whereas616

others are not, depending on the local supersaturation experienced by these617

cloud droplets in the turbulent environment. This is qualitatively consistent618

with the results of the Π-chamber experiment (see Fig. 3 in Chandrakar619

et al. 2017).620 Table 6

Table 6 compares σR2 in statistically steady states for Run6–Run10 with621

the theory (22), which is indicated by “T0”. T0 significantly deviates from622

the DNS results, with deviations greater for experiments with smaller σR2 .623

For Run 10, T0 is almost twice as large as the DNS result. Such significant624

deviations are contrary to the almost perfect agreement obtained for Run1–625

Run5 in Table 5.626

There are two reasons for the above deviations. The first is that the627

theory (22) does not include the effect of the mean supersaturation. In the628
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present DNS, cloud droplets are injected into the system with an initial629

radius R0 = 0.39 µm, attain the size distribution shown in Figs. 8a and 9a,630

and are removed from the system over a timescale τres. Thus, cloud droplets631

are growing in size on average and the mean condensation rate is positive632

(Cd > 0). From (28) and (29) for the steady state, we have633

T = T0 +
Lv

cp
τ0Cd, (51)

Q = Q0 − τ0Cd. (52)

When Cd > 0, T > T0 and Q < Q0, leading to the mean supersaturation634

S which is smaller than S0 (S0 = 0% for the present DNS). The mean635

supersaturations for Run6–Run10 are shown in the sixth column of Table636

6. When the effect of the mean supersaturation S is taken into account, the637

Fokker-Planck equation (11) has the following additional drift term:638

∂n(R2, t)

∂t
+ 2KsS

∂n(R2, t)

∂R2

= D
∂2n(R2, t)

∂(R2)2
− 1

τres
n(R2, t) + J0δ(R

2 −R2
0). (53)

Assuming R0 = 0 and under the reflecting wall boundary condition (12),639

we obtain the same steady state solution as (20), except that β is replaced640

by β−, defined as follows:641

β− =
β(√

1 + α2 − α
)1/2 , (54)
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where β2
− is the root of a quadratic equation and642

α =
(
2KsS

)√
τres/(4D). (55)

Using β−, the variance of the squared radius is643

σ2
R2 = β4

− = β4
[√

1 + α2 − α
]−2

. (56)

Since α < 0 for S < 0, the effect of the negative mean supersaturation is to644

make σ2
R2 smaller. The theoretical values calculated from (56) are shown in645

the fourth column (T1) in Table 6. Although T1 is closer to the DNS results646

than T0, there are still significant differences between the theory (T1) and647

the DNS results.648

The second reason for the above deviation is the over-simplification of649

the aerosol effects in the statistical theory. As explained in (12), one effect650

of the Köhler equation with solute is to make the droplet radius greater than651

zero. In addition, another effect is to make the effective supersaturation for652

droplet growth smaller than S. Figure 1a is reproduced in Fig. 1b on the653

semi-log scale, and shows that the Köhler curve for the present study is654

positive and typically has a magnitude of 10−2% for R smaller than 15µm.655

From (31), the positive value of the Köhler curve effectively acts as negative656

supersaturation on the cloud droplets. In order to include this effect in a657

simple way, we approximate the Köhler curve with a single value of 10−2%,658

and replace S in (53) with
(
S − SK

)
, where SK = 10−4. The choice of659
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SK = 10−4 is based on Fig. 9a, which shows that most of the cloud droplets660

in the present DNS are smaller than R = 15µm (d = 30 µm). Theoretical661

values with the above correction are shown in the fifth column of Table 6662

(T2). Although this approximation is crude, with it we obtain fairly close663

agreement between the theory (T2) and the DNS results.664

3.4 Results of large-scale DNS665

The results of the small-scale DNS described above show good agreement666

with the theory. However, the droplet size distributions shown in Fig. 9a667

are significantly narrower than the results of the Π-chamber experiment.668

For example, for Run 6 in the present study, the droplets have a number669

density of 80 cm−3 (Table 3), which is close to the cloud droplet number670

density for the experiment “ṅa = 2/cm3/min” by C16 as shown in their671

Table 1. Comparing our size distribution in Fig. 9a with that by C16 in672

their Fig. 2, the latter is much broader, reaching its tail well beyond a673

diameter of 30 µm.674

Based on the theory, (20) and (54), we can infer two possible reasons for675

the above discrepancy: the mean supersaturation (S) and the Lagrangian676

autocorrelation time for the supersaturation fluctuation (τcor). First, if S677

is greater than that in the present DNS, the denominator in (54) becomes678

smaller, resulting in a larger β− and a broader size distribution. Second, if679
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τcor in (45) is greater than that in the present DNS, the diffusion coefficient680

D in (9) becomes larger and α in (54) becomes smaller, both resulting in a681

larger β− and a broader size distribution.682

However, it is not easy to determine the relative importance of S and τcor.683

For the mean supersaturation S, the measurements from the Π-chamber684

by Niedermeier et al. (2018) demonstrate that S decreases from ∼2% to685

almost 0% after the injection of aerosol particles, suggesting that it is diffi-686

cult to keep S positive in the chamber interior. However, this measurement687

is from an experiment with a relatively high number density of particles688

(∼ 1200 cm−3), and values of S for experiments with lower number den-689

sities of particles are unknown. For the Lagrangian autocorrelation time690

τcor, τcor is expected to be closely related to the turbulence statistics and691

the spatio-temporal scale of the largest eddies (Tennekes and Lumley 1972).692

Turbulence statistics for the Π-chamber experiment are given in Chang et693

al. (2016) (see their Table 3), who estimated that η=0.11cm, λ=1.6cm,694

L = 8.8cm, and Rλ = 55. These estimates are fairly close to the corre-695

sponding turbulence statistics for the small-scale DNS in the present study696

(See Table 2). However, we should keep in mind the difficulty in measur-697

ing the turbulence statistics in the Π-chamber where, unlike a wind-tunnel698

experiment, there is no mean flow and hence Taylor’s hypothesis of frozen699

turbulence does not necessarily hold.700
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Given the uncertainties in the measurements of the mean supersatura-701

tion S and the turbulence statistics described above, we have to simplify702

the question so that the problem can be addressed by the present DNS.703

Because the effect of S for the droplet growth is well known, and also, as704

described in the previous subsection, S in the present DNS is affected by705

the nudging parameter τ0, the choice of which is largely arbitrary, here we706

focus on the effect of turbulence and consider the following question: if we707

make the domain and corresponding largest possible eddy size comparable708

to those for the Π-chamber, can the broadening effect of the supersaturation709

fluctuation in the present DNS explain the droplet size distributions in the710

Π-chamber?711

In order to answer this question, we conducted the following large-scale712

DNS: Run11-Run14. The setups for these experiments are the same as713

those for Run6–Run10 except the box length is Lbox = 102.4cm, the grid714

number is N = 512 in each dimension, the grid length is ∆x = 2mm, the715

time increment is ∆t = 0.8 × 10−3 s, the nudging time is τ0 = 2 s in (28)716

and (29), and the parameters shown in Table 3 are used. The turbulence717

parameters for Run11–Run14 are shown in Table 2. The period of numerical718

integration is 3600 s (4.5 million steps) in order for the large-scale DNS to719

obtain a statistically steady state.720 Fig. 10

Figure 10 shows PDFs of the droplet diameter in statistically steady721
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states for Run11–Run14. In comparison to the results of the small-scale722

DNS in Fig. 9a, the distributions in Fig. 10 are broader (compare Run7723

and Run12, which have almost the same number density of ∼ 80 cm−3).724

Furthermore, the number densities for Run11–Run13 approximately corre-725

spond to the cloud droplet number densities for the “ṅa = 1, 2, 4/cm3/min”726

experiments in C16, respectively. The results shown in their Fig. 2 and our727

Fig. 10, seem to agree quantitatively.728 Fig. 11

Figure 11 shows the spectra for the kinetic energy and the variance of729

the supersaturation for the large-scale DNS. Since the Taylor microscale730

Reynolds number Rλ is 207, a wavenumber range with a slope close to -5/3731

can be seen in the middle of these spectra. These results are consistent with732

the power spectral density for the vertical velocity fluctuations measured in733

the Π-chamber (see Fig.8 in Chang et al. 2016), but again the difficulties734

in measuring the turbulence statistics in the Π-chamber should be noted.735 Table 7

Table 7 shows the standard deviation of the supersaturation (σS) for736

the large-scale DNS. By substituting the results for Run11–Run14 into the737

right side of (41), the turbulent mixing time for the large-scale DNS is738

estimated as τt = 3.824± 0.173 ≈ 3.82 s, which is about 70% greater than739

the large-eddy turnover time (TE = 2.2 s, see Table 2). This again confirms740

that the correct value of τt is of the same order as TE, but also indicates741

the possibility that the ratio τt/TE weakly depends on the domain size and742
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other turbulence parameters such as the Reynolds number.743

Table 8 shows the standard deviation of the squared radius (σR2) for the744

large-scale DNS. Values of τcor are over 1 s, which are at least twice as large745

as τcor for the small-scale DNS (see Table 6). Accordingly, the diffusion746

coefficients (D) for the large-scale DNS are larger in (9), resulting in the747

broader size distributions as shown in Fig. 10. The experimental results for748

σR2 seem to agree fairly well with the theoretical results (T2) in Table 8.749 Table 8

4. Discussion750

The results in the present study are very satisfactory and encouraging751

for the future research of cloud and turbulence using the cloud microphysics752

simulator. At the same time, however, we should note several important753

differences between the present study and atmospheric clouds and turbu-754

lence. As described in Sec. 1, the main purpose of the present study was755

to compare our DNS results with the statistical theory and the laboratory756

experiment by C16. Since there are differences in the physical parameters757

and conditions of the atmospheric clouds and the laboratory clouds in the758

Π-chamber, the interpretation of the present results in the context of the759

atmospheric clouds needs great care. Among those points, important ones760

are as follows:761

1. Time scale of turbulence. The interaction between the supersatura-762
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tion fluctuation and cloud droplets substantially depends on the ratio be-763

tween the phase relaxation time τc and the turbulence large-eddy turnover764

time TE, that is, the Damköhler number: Da = TE/τc. The large eddy765

turnover time TE tends to increase with the Reynolds number. For ex-766

ample, TE is of the order of several tens of seconds in atmospheric clouds767

at Rλ ≈ 5000 (Siebert and Shaw 2017), while it is shorter than several768

seconds in the present DNS at Rλ ≈ 200 and the Π-chamber experiment.769

The dumping effect of cloud droplets on the supersaturation fluctuation in-770

creases with the Reynolds number and thus more significant in atmospheric771

clouds [see Eq. (5)], which in turn affects the droplet growth by condensa-772

tion/evaporation.773

2. Mean supersaturation. In the present DNS, the mean supersaturation774

is kept close to a statistically steady value [=S0(T0, Q0)] by nudging terms775

in (28) and (29), and we set S0(T0, Q0) = 0 for simplicity. In atmospheric776

clouds, however, droplet size distributions form in updrafts and associated777

mean supersaturation due to adiabatic cooling, when diffusion growth of778

droplet takes place. Because the positive mean supersaturation has the779

effect of narrowing the PDF of the droplet radius (not the squared radius) in780

ascending adiabatic volume (see Grabowski and Wang 2013, and references781

therein), the effect of the mean supersaturation should be taken into account782

when investigating the formation mechanism of the droplet size distribution783
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in atmospheric clouds.784

Note that the cloud microphysics simulator can incorporate the mean su-785

persaturation effects, for example, by ascending the cubic box with updraft786

velocity that is self-consistently determined through the buoyancy force. In-787

deed the narrowing of the PDF of the droplet radius has successfully been788

simulated, showing that the cloud microphyiscs simulator is able to com-789

pute complex nonlinear interaction between mean and fluctuations (Saito790

and Gotoh, 2018). For the future studies of the cloud microphysics, how-791

ever, it is necessary to verify the code and indispensable to obtain deeper792

understanding of the effects of the supersaturation fluctuation. As a sim-793

ple but most effective way for this purpose, we compared the results of the794

cloud microphysics simulator with the experimental results by C16. The795

good agreement obtained in the present study is very encouraging for the796

future application of the cloud microphysics simulator.797

3. Generation mechanism for supersaturation fluctuation. Fluctuations798

of supersaturation in atmospheric clouds are considered to be correlated799

with fluctuations of vertical velocity. On the other hand, in the present800

DNS, we used the external scalar injections that are not correlated with801

the corresponding forces of the velocity field (see Sec. 3.2). One way to802

model the excitation of the supersaturation fluctuation which is correlated803

with the vertical velocity field is to use the scalar injection Γuz, propor-804
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tional to the vertical velocity uz times the prescribed vertical scalar mean805

gradient Γ (Gotoh and Watanabe 2015). Such kind of scalar injections are806

often used in DNS studies on cloud turbulence (Celani et al. 2005; Lan-807

otte et al. 2009; Sardina et al. 2015; Saito and Gotoh 2018), while several808

other studies use the same kind of forces as the present study (Siewert et al.809

2017). It is easily found that the dimensional estimate for the scalar injec-810

tion in the wavenumber space yields Fθ(k) ∝ Γ2τ(k)E(k) ∝ k−7/3, where811

τ(k)(∝ k−2/3) and E(k)(∝ k−5/3) are the characteristic time and the kinetic812

energy spectrum of turbulence in the inertial range, respectively. Therefore813

it follows that the scalar injection proportional to the vertical velocity has814

most inputs at very low wavenumbers, which means that there are no dif-815

ference in effects between the low wavenumber injection and the injection816

proportional to the vertical velocity. Indeed the low order moments such817

as the spectrum of the scalar variances and Yaglom’s 4/3 laws obtained by818

simulations using two different injections are the same (Gotoh and Yeung819

2013; Saito and Gotoh 2018). The above arguments and facts support the820

suggestion by Siewert et al. (2017) that the properties of the supersatu-821

ration field without droplets are expected to be insensitive to the specific822

form of the scalar injection.823
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5. Summary824

The purpose of the present study was to conduct direct numerical simu-825

lations (DNSs) of the growth of cloud droplets by condensation in turbulence826

using our DNS model “cloud microphysics simulator”, and to compare the827

results with the statistical theory proposed by Chandrakar et al. (2016)828

(referred to as “C16”) and the experimental results from their laboratory829

cloud chamber, the “Π-chamber”. For this purpose, we first made several830

extensions to the statistical theory by C16. We derived the Fokker-Planck831

equation for the droplet size distribution and introduced aerosol (curvature832

and solute) effects into the equation with a zero flux boundary condition,833

which is mathematically equivalent to the case of Brownian motion in the834

presence of a wall. We obtained an analytical expression for the size dis-835

tribution in a steady state which is proportional to Rexp(−cR2), where c836

is a constant. Next, we conducted a small-scale DNS (Lbox = 12.8cm) and837

showed that the results agree closely with the theory. In addition, by careful838

analysis of the DNS data, we found that the proper value for the turbulent839

mixing time (τt) in the theory is greater than the large-eddy turnover time840

for turbulence by about 50%. We also found that the diffusion coefficient in841

the Fokker-Planck equation should be expressed in terms of the Lagrangian842

autocorrelation time for the supersaturation fluctuation. Finally, we con-843

ducted a large-scale DNS (Lbox = 102.4cm) with a domain size comparable844
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to the size of the Π-chamber, and obtained steady state size distributions845

which are quantitatively consistent with the results of the Π-chamber ex-846

periment.847

As described in Sec. 3, there are many processes that are not included848

in the present DNS for simplicity, such as particle inertia, gravity, collision-849

coalescence and buoyancy. Nevertheless, it is still remarkable that quan-850

titatively consistent results are obtained among the large-scale DNS, the851

statistical theory, and the Π-chamber experiment, suggesting that these852

share the essence of the formation mechanism of the droplet size distribu-853

tion by condensation in turbulence. This agreement provides validation for854

our DNS and encourages further studies in this direction.855

For future studies, we should clarify the effects of the simplifications in856

the present DNS. First, while the Π-chamber has solid boundaries and ex-857

cites turbulence by moist Rayleigh-Benard convection, the present DNS as-858

sumed a periodic domain and excited turbulence by random external forces.859

The effects of these simplifications can be investigated by DNSs or large-860

eddy simulations of moist Rayleigh-Benard convection with more realistic861

boundary conditions.862

Second, the present DNS neglected particle inertia and gravity. Because863

these processes are known to cause substantial changes in particle trajec-864

tories especially for larger particles (Sundaram and Collins 1997; Falkovich865
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and Pumir 2007), these changes can in turn affect the Lagrangian autocorre-866

lation time for the supersaturation fluctuation τcor. In fact, Vaillancourt et867

al. (2002) reported that the gravitational sedimentation reduces the broad-868

ening effect of the supersaturation fluctuation on the droplet size distribu-869

tion. Clarifying the effects of particle inertia and gravity on the correlation870

time could also be useful for informing cloud microphysical parameteriza-871

tions proposed in recent studies (Grabowski and Abade 2017; Sardina et al.872

2018).873

Third, to facilitate the comparison with the statistical theory, the present874

DNS assumed that the particle removal process is independent of the par-875

ticle size so that the residence timescale τres is constant. However, since876

particles in the Π-chamber are removed by gravitational sedimentation, τres877

is expected to be shorter for larger particles. A possible effect of a shorter878

τres for larger particles was reported in the Π-chamber experiment by C16.879

The effect of gravity could also change the functional form of the steady880

state size distribution obtained from the Fokker-Planck equation in Sec. 2,881

thereby changing the statistical properties of the distribution. Full scale882

simulation including those effects is really challenging and will be reported883

somewhere.884
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Appendix A: Phase relaxation time τc901

The phase relaxation time τc is introduced by Cooper (1989). The902

derivation of τc is explained in Lanotte et al. (2009) (see also Sardina903
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et al. 2015; Kumar et al. 2013). τc is given as follows:904

τ−1
c = 4πKs

ρw
ρa

(
1

Qvs

+
ε0L

2
v

cpRdT 2

)
ndR

(
∝ ndR

)
. (57)

Here, the saturation mixing ratio Qvs is given by (33). With T = 290 K905

and the parameters taking the values shown in Table 1, Eq. (57) gives906

τ−1
c = 2.776...[cm2s−1]× ndR. (58)

This equation is used to estimate τc in the present study.907

Appendix B: Parameters for Köhler curve908

For a drop of a sufficiently dilute aqueous solution, A and B in (31) are909

given as follows (Pruppacher and Klett 1997):910

A =
2Mwσw

RgρwTA

(59)

B =
3νsΦsmsMw

4πMsρw
, (60)

where TA is the temperature around a drop. We set TA as a constant because911

the temperature change in the present DNS is sufficiently small. Definitions912

of the other parameters in (59) and (60) are given in Tables 1 and 9.913

We assume that the solute dissolved in each drop is NaCl (sodium chlo-914

ride) with a fixed mass of ms = 1.13 × 10−15 g. This value of ms corre-915

sponds to a sphere with a 50 nm radius and a density ρs = 2.16 g cm−3.916
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Substituting the parameters in Tables 1 and 9 into (59) and (60), we obtain917

A = 1.089× 10−7 cm and B = 1.665× 10−16 cm3, respectively.918 Table 9

Appendix C: Definitions of turbulence parameters919

The kinetic energy is defined by920

E =
1

2
⟨u2

i ⟩ =
∫ ∞

0
E(k)dk, (61)

where ui (i = 1, 2, 3) are components of the velocity vector u (repeated921

indices are summed), the angle brackets ⟨· · ·⟩ represent the spatial and922

temporal averages, and E(k) is the kinetic energy spectrum. The mean923

energy dissipation rate is defined by924

ϵ =
νa
2
⟨(∂iuj + ∂jui)

2⟩. (62)

The integral scale, Taylor microscale, and Kolmogorov scale are respectively925

defined by926

L =
(
3π

4E

) ∫ ∞

0
k−1E(k)dk (63)

λ =
√
⟨u2

1⟩/⟨(∂1u1)2⟩ (64)

ηK =
(
ν3
a/ϵ

)1/4
. (65)

The large-eddy turnover time and Kolmogorov time are respectively defined927

by928

TE = L/urms (66)
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τK = (νa/ϵ)
1/2, (67)

where urms =
√
2E/3 is the root-mean-square velocity. The Taylor mi-929

croscale Reynolds number is defined by930

Rλ = urmsλ/νa. (68)

Appendix D: Statistical properties of the size931

distribution932

The functional forms of the PDFs of R and R2 are given in (20) and933

(48), respectively. The statistical properties of the size distribution are as934

follows. The mean radius:935

R =
∫ ∞

0
RP(R)dR =

√
π

2
β. (69)

The mean squared radius is given in (21) and R2 = β2. The mean cubic936

radius:937

R3 =
∫ ∞

0
R3 P(R)dR =

3
√
π

4
β3. (70)

The variance of R:938

σ2
R = R2 −

(
R
)2

=
(4− π)

4
β2. (71)

The variance of R2 is given in (22) and σ2
R2 = β4. The relative dispersion:939

σR

R
=

√
4− π

π
= 0.5227... ≈ 0.52. (72)
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The relative dispersion measured in the Π-chamber is between 0.2 and 0.4940

(Desai et al. 2018; Chandrakar et al. 2018b). The mean volume radius:941

Rv =
(
R3
)1/3

=

(
3
√
π

4

)1/3

β (73)

The effective radius:942

Re =
R3

R2
=

3
√
π

4
β. (74)

The parameter k used in cloud physics is given by943

k =
R3

v

R3
e

=

(
3
√
π

4

)−2

= 0.5658... ≈ 0.57 (75)

(For details of the parameter k, readers are referred to Martin et al. 1994;944

Chandrakar et al. 2018a) k = 0.80 ± 0.07 for maritime airmass clouds945

and k = 0.67 ± 0.07 for continental airmass clouds (Martin et al. 1994).946

k = 0.66± 0.01 for the Π-chamber (Chandrakar et al. 2018a).947

Appendix E: Solution of the Fokker-Planck equation948

Here we consider the solution to the Fokker-Planck equation (11) with949

the boundary conditions (12) and (13), and the initial conditions (14)950

(Chandrasekhar 1943). The analytical solution is expressed in terms of951

Green’s function as952

n(ρ, t) = e−t/τres

∫ ∞

0
G(ρ, ρ′)n0(ρ

′)dρ′ + J0

∫ t

0
e−s/τresG(ρ, ρ0, s)ds, (76)

G(ρ, ρ′, t) =
1√
4πDt

[
exp

(
−(ρ− ρ′)2

4Dt

)
+ exp

(
−(ρ+ ρ′)2

4Dt

)]
H(t), (77)
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where ρ = R2 ≥ 0 for ease of writing and H(t) is the Heaviside function. It953

is readily found that G satisfies the boundary condition ∂G(ρ, ρ′, t)/∂ρ = 0954

at ρ = 0 and the normalization955 ∫ ∞

0
G(ρ, ρ′, t)dρ = H(t). (78)

The first term of the right hand side of Eq.(76) arises from the initial con-956

dition of n which decays in time. Integration of n(ρ, t) over ρ yields the957

number density nd(t) as function of time as958

nd(t) = nd0e
−t/τres + J0τres

(
1− e−t/τres

)
. (79)

where nd0 is the initial number density. The probability density function959

P (ρ, t) is given by960

P (ρ, t)dρ =
n(ρ, t)dρ

nd(t)
. (80)

In order to make the arguments simpler we put961

n(ρ, 0) = nd0δ(ρ− ρ0), (81)

so that the probability density function (PDF) P (ρ, t) at latter times is962

given by963

P (ρ, t) =
1

nd(t)

[
nd0e

−t/τresG(ρ, ρ0, t) + J0

∫ t

0
e−s/τresG(ρ, ρ0, s)ds

]
. (82)

Now we consider two cases. First let ρ∗ = R2
∗ be the square of the droplet964

radius at which the Köhler curve attains the maximum.965

966
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Case 1 ρ∗ ≪ |ρ− ρ0| ∼
√
Dτres ≪ ρ0.967

This corresponds to the domain of droplet radius in which the aerosol effects968

are negligible. Writing as ρ0 − ρ = ξ we have the estimate (ρ + ρ0)
2 =969

4ρ20 (1− (ξ/ρ0) + (ξ/ρ)2/4) ∼ 4ρ20. Then the second term of the right hand970

side of Eq.(77) becomes negligible compared to the first term, and thus the971

PDF is approximately972

P (ρ, t) =
1

nd(t)
√
4πD

[
nd0

1√
t
exp

(
− t

τres
− (ρ− ρ0)

2

4Dt

)

+J0

∫ t

0

1√
s
exp

(
− s

τres
− (ρ− ρ0)

2

4Ds

)
ds

]
. (83)

At latter times as t ≫ τres the contribution from the initial condition (the973

first term) vanishes and the second integral reduces to974

P∞(ρ) =
1√

4Dτres
exp

(
−|ρ− ρ0|√

Dτres

)
, (84)

which is Eq.(15). Here we used the formula975

∫ ∞

0
exp

(
−ax2 − b

x2

)
dx =

1

2

√
π

a
exp

(
−2

√
ab
)
. (85)

The moments Mn(t) = [ρ(t)]n are computed by the standard way as976

Mn(t) =
∫ ∞

0
ρnP (ρ, t)dρ

=
1

nd(t)
√
4πD

[
nd0

1√
t
e−t/τres

∫ ∞

−ρ0
(ρ0 + ξ)n exp

(
− ξ2

4Dt

)
dξ

+J0

∫ t

0

1√
s
e−s/τres

∫ ∞

−ρ0
(ρ0 + ξ)n exp

(
− ξ2

4Ds

)
dξ ds

]
. (86)
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The lower boundary −ρ0 of the integral can effectively be replaced by −∞977

because of
√
Dt ≪ ρ0 in the present case. We obtain the mean and the978

variance as979

ρ(t) = ρ0, (87)

σ2(t) = [ρ(t)]2 − ρ(t)
2

= 2Dτres
J0τres
nd(t)

[
1−

(
1 +

(
1− nd0

J0τres

)
t

τres

)
e−t/τres

]
(88)

→ 2Dτres as t → ∞.

The mean value is independent of time and the variance approaches the980

constant 2Dτres at large t. When nd0

J0τres
= 1, Eq.(88) reduces to Eq.(44).981

982

Case 2 ρ∗ ∼ ρ0.983

This corresponds to the domain of small droplets so that the aerosols affect984

the distribution function at very small radius. Simple analytical expression985

of the PDF for all time is not available, and the precise functional form986

may be obtained by numerical integration of Eq.(82). However, when we987

focus on the asymptotic state at large time, the asymptotic PDF can be988

obtained. The first term (the initial contribution) of the right hand side of989

Eq.(82) vanishes and the second term is990

P (ρ) =
1√

4πDτres

∫ ∞

0

1√
s
e−s/τres

[
exp

(
−(ρ− ρ0)

2

√
4Ds

)
+ exp

(
−(ρ+ ρ0)

2

√
4Ds

)]
ds

=
1√

4Dτres

[
exp

(
−|ρ− ρ0|√

Dτres

)
+ exp

(
−|ρ+ ρ0|√

Dτres

)]
. (89)
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At ρ ≪ ρ∗ the PDF is991

P (ρ = 0) =
1√
Dτres

exp

(
− ρ0√

Dτres

)
, (90)

and for large ρ ≫ ρ∗ ∼ ρ0992

P (ρ) =
1√
Dτres

exp

(
− ρ√

Dτres

)
. (91)

The mean and variance at large time are993

ρ = ρ0 +
√
Dτrese

−ρ0/τres (92)

→
√
Dτres for ρ0 → 0

σ2(t) = Dτres

(
2− e−2ρ0/

√
Dτres − 2

ρ0√
Dτres

e−ρ0/
√
Dτres

)
(93)

→ Dτres for ρ0 → 0

respectively, and they are Eqs. (21) and (22), respectively.994
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Density of liquid water ρw 1.0 [g cm−3]
Density of air ρa 1.217× 10−3 [g cm−3]
Kinematic viscosity of dry air νa 1.480× 10−1 [cm2s−1]
Thermal diffusivity κT 2.09× 10−1 [cm2s−1]
Diffusivity of water vapor κv 2.49× 10−1 [cm2s−1]
Environmental pressure P0 1013.25 [hPa]
Latent heat of vaporization Lv 2.5× 1010 [cm2s−2]
Gas constant for dry air Rd 287× 104 [cm2s−2K−1]
Gas constant for water vapor Rv 462× 104 [cm2s−2K−1]
Specific heat at constant pressure cp 1005× 104 [cm2s−2K−1]
Diffusion coefficient in (31) Ks 1.097× 10−6 [cm2s−1]
Temperature for nudging T0 290 [K]
Vapor mixing ratio for nudging Q0 1.18× 10−2

Table 1. Definitions of parameters and their corresponding values in the
present DNS.
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Rλ urms ϵ L λ ηK kmaxηK TE τK
[cm s−1] [cm2s−3] [cm] [cm] [cm] [s] [s]

52.1 5.38 31.8 3.08 1.43 0.101 2.93 0.576 0.0692
207 9.60 20.4 21.0 3.20 0.113 1.58 2.19 0.0865

Table 2. Mean turbulence parameters. Rλ is the Taylor microscale Reynolds
number, urms is the root-mean-square velocity, ϵ is the mean energy dis-
sipation rate per unit mass, L is the integral scale, λ is the Taylor mi-
croscale, ηK is the Kolmogorov length, kmaxη is the cut off wavenumber
normalized by the Kolmogorov length, TE is the large-eddy turnover
time, and τK is the Kolmogorov time. Top: small-scale DNS. Bottom:
large-scale DNS.
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Run Köhler R0 R J0 nd τc
[µm] [µm] [10−1 cm−3s−1] [cm−3] [s]

1 No 20 20 1.3 77 2.3
2 No 20 20 2.7 160 1.1
3 No 20 20 5.5 320 0.57
4 No 20 20 11 640 0.28
5 No 20 20 22 1280 0.14
6 Yes 0.39 5.2 1.3 77 9.0
7 Yes 0.39 4.9 2.7 160 4.7
8 Yes 0.39 4.4 5.5 320 2.6
9 Yes 0.39 3.8 11 640 1.5
10 Yes 0.39 3.1 22 1280 0.90
11 Yes 0.39 7.5 0.34 20 24.1
12 Yes 0.39 6.3 1.3 80 7.2
13 Yes 0.39 5.1 3.4 200 3.6
14 Yes 0.39 3.8 8.6 500 1.9

Table 3. Experimental setups for cloud droplets and their statistics at steady
states for the small-scale DNS (Run1–Run10) and the large-scale DNS
(Run11–Run14). R0 is the initial radius of cloud droplets, R is the mean
droplet radius in the statistically steady state, J0 is the injection rate of
cloud droplets, nd is the mean number density of cloud droplets in the
statistically steady state, and τc is the phase relaxation time estimated
from (57). “Yes”/“No” in the second column “Köhler” indicates that
the growth equation (31) is integrated with/without terms including A
and B, respectively.
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Run σS σS0(τs/τt)
1/2 τs τc

[%] [%] [s] [s]
1 1.2 1.2 0.62 2.3
2 1.1 1.1 0.49 1.1
3 0.91 0.92 0.34 0.57
4 0.72 0.72 0.21 0.28
5 0.54 0.55 0.12 0.14
6 1.4 1.4 0.77 9.0
7 1.3 1.3 0.72 4.7
8 1.3 1.3 0.64 2.6
9 1.2 1.2 0.54 1.5
10 1.0 1.0 0.44 0.90

Table 4. Statistics for the supersaturation fluctuation for the small-scale
DNS. σS is the standard deviation for the supersaturation, σS0(τs/τt)

1/2

is the theoretical value from (5), τs is the system timescale (7), τc is
the phase relaxation timescale, and τt = 0.85 s is used (See the text for
details).
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Run σR2 T0 τcor τs τc
[µm2] [µm2] [s] [s] [s]

1 60 59 0.41 0.62 2.3
2 49 49 0.36 0.49 1.1
3 36 36 0.28 0.34 0.57
4 23 24 0.19 0.21 0.28
5 13 14 0.12 0.12 0.14

Table 5. Statistics for the droplet size distributions in steady states for
Run 1–5. σR2 is the standard deviation of the squared radius R2,
“T0” is the theoretical value for σR2 from (18), τcor is the Lagrangian
autocorrelation time of the supersaturation fluctuation, τs is the system
timescale, and τc is the phase relaxation timescale. τt = 0.85 s is used
for τs.
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Run σR2 T0 T1 T2 S τcor τs τc
[µm2] [µm2] [µm2] [µm2] [10−2 %] [s] [s] [s]

6 41 51 49 43 −0.37 0.50 0.77 9.0
7 37 47 43 38 −0.64 0.45 0.72 4.7
8 31 43 37 32 −0.97 0.42 0.64 2.6
9 24 38 30 26 −1.3 0.38 0.54 1.5
10 17 32 23 19 −1.5 0.33 0.44 0.90

Table 6. Statistics for the droplet size distributions in steady states for Run
6–10. σR2 is the standard deviation of the squared radius R2, “T0” is
the theoretical value for σR2 from (22), “T1” is the theoretical value
from (56) with the mean supersaturation S in the 6th column, “T2” is
the same as T1 except that S is replaced by S−SK where SK = 10−2%,
S is the mean supersaturation, τcor is the Lagrangian autocorrelation
time for the supersaturation fluctuation, τs is the system timescale, and
τc is the phase relaxation timescale. τt = 0.85 s is used for τs. See the
text for details of T1 and T2.
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Run σS σS0(τs/τt)
1/2 τs τc

[%] [%] [s] [s]
11 1.3 1.3 3.3 24.1
12 1.1 1.1 2.5 7.2
13 0.97 0.97 1.8 3.6
14 0.79 0.81 1.3 1.9

Table 7. Same as Table 4 but for the large-scale DNS (Run11–Run14).
τt = 3.82 s is used (See the text for details).
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Run σR2 T0 T1 T2 S τcor τs τc
[µm2] [µm2] [µm2] [µm2] [10−2 %] [s] [s] [s]

11 87 125 93 83 −0.63 1.83 3.3 24.1
12 63 94 74 59 −1.54 1.53 2.5 7.2
13 42 70 59 42 −2.14 1.31 1.8 3.6
14 25 48 43 26 −2.48 1.02 1.3 1.9

Table 8. Same as Table 6 but for the large-scale DNS.
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Molecular weight for water Mw 18.02 [g mol−1]
Surface tension of water σw 72.75× 10−7 [J cm−2]
Gas constant for ideal gas Rg 8.3 [J K−1 mol−1]
Ambient temperature TA 290 [K]
Mass of solute ms 1.13× 10−15 [g]
Molecular weight for solute Ms 58.44 [g mol−1]
Molal osmotic coefficient Φs 1
Total number of ions νs 2
a salt molecule dissociates into

Table 9. Parameters for the Köhler curve. The solute is NaCl (sodium
chloride). ms = 1.13 × 10−15g of NaCl corresponds to a sphere with a
50 nm radius and a density ρs = 2.16 g cm−3.
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